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INTRODUCE course by explaining: 
• The aim of today is to ensure that you understand and follow safe working practices with 
regard to working with V.D.U.s 
• The course will help you understand: 

 The law and the risks related to V.D.U.s 
 The adjustments you can make to maximise comfort (and maximise health) when 
using display equipment 
 Who to turn to when there is an issue with workstation health and safety  

• The course will take around 90 minutes 
 

GIVE delegates a ‘walk through’ of the areas you will be covering in the session. 
 

ENCOURAGE questions throughout the session and to remember that a question that seems 
silly to ask might be on the minds of other delegates. 
 
ISSUE handout: Bite Size Training: Working with V.D.U. s and encourage delegates to make 
their additional notes throughout the session. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 



SHOW above slide and explain the meanings: 
 
Workstation 
• A workstation is usually regarded as the p.c. and other associated equipment attached e.g. 
printer and scanner together with telephone, document holder together with document trays, 
chair, desk and work surface 
• The immediate work environment around the display equipment is also included 
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SHOW above slide. 
 
EXPLAIN: 
• In this section, we will cover the reasons why it is important to look at this topic, the health 
risks  and briefly what the law says 
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SHOW above slide, explaining that good posture and carrying out correct workstation health 
and safety practices is very important. 
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SHOW above slide and REFER delegates to page 4 in delegate manual: The Law. 
 
 Assessment of work station risk 
• The organisation provides the assessment of risk of work stations i.e. the likelihood of harm 
occurring to the User. 
 
POINT OUT the person(s) responsible to undertake this task. 
SHOW the risk assessment checklist or documentation that they use. 
 
EXPLAIN: 
• Assessors are required to look at: 

 The whole workstation e.g. equipment, furniture, filing systems 
 Working environment 
 Types of tasks being done from the workstation 
 Any special requirements of individual staff working at the workstation 

• A number of the risk assessment areas will be covered in this course 
• Risk assessment of your workstation may have been undertaken at some point in the past 
e.g. when the work station was set up or when the regulations came into force however it will 
need to be completed again if you are new to the workstation (e.g. a new starter) or if 
workstations are moved, altered or re-located. A new risk assessment should also be 
completed if health problems have been reported by the User 
• Users can get involved in risk assessment by being more aware of what to look for (to be 
covered later in the course) and to report problems to the appropriate person (again later in 
the course)  
 
 Workstation minimum requirements 
• The organisation also checks that each work station conforms to minimum requirements 
 
EXPLAIN the sorts of things this refers to e.g. ensuring that the workstation chair is adjustable.  
POINT OUT the person(s) responsible to undertake this task. 
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SHOW above slide. 
 
EXPLAIN: 
• In this section, we will cover a range of practical tips to ensure good health and safety at the 
workstation, by explaining and demonstrating each area 

 
 

TRAINER TIP: If time allows, this topic can be introduced with a syndicate exercise where 
delegates identify these tips for themselves, particularly if they have worked for other 
organisations and received similar training. This will also help keep the group engaged. SPLIT 
delegates into 2 groups. One group identifies the ‘dos’ and the other group the ‘Don’ts’ of 
workstation health and safety. ASK delegates to record their findings on flipchart and 
feedback. Then REVIEW the following slides to reinforce. 
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SHOW above slide, referring to page 5 in delegate manual: Sitting Correctly. 
 
EXPLAIN: 
 
Back properly supported 
• A correctly adjusted chair will reduce the strain on your back 
• Adjust back of chair to ensure that your back is in contact with chair back 
• Upper arms at 90° to lower arms 
• Upper arms should be approximately vertical and forearms horizontal so that the arm forms 
an L-shape at the elbow joint 
• Chair arm rests are good to rest forearms 
 
Top of screen in line with eyes 
• Having the screen too high or low means you’ll have to bend your neck which leads to 
discomfort 
• To achieve this you may need a stand for your monitor or raise/ lower chair 
   
Screen to head distance 
• This is approximately an arms length (about 50 cms or 20 inches) 
 
Feet flat on floor 
• Adjust height of chair so that both feet rest on floor with knees level with hips 
• Use a foot rest if necessary 
 
Uncrossed legs 
• Crossed legs can cut off circulation and lead to hip problems 
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Demonstration 
ASK for a volunteer to play the User at the workstation. 
REFER delegates to page 8 and SHOW above slide to summarise the main points covered as 
well as: 
• Demonstrating the points with the User 
• Showing how to make the adjustments to the equipment e.g. lowering/ raising the chair 
height 
• Demonstrating how to clean the mouse and the screen 
 
ADD into the review the points made earlier about the use of the mouse. 
ASK the volunteer to demonstrate taking a micro-pause. 
 

Practice 
ASK each delegate to take in turns sitting at the workstation and make the adjustments 
necessary. They need to demonstrate that they can carry out the risk assessment based on 
the points you have covered. GIVE feedback to each delegate on their ‘new found’ skills 
OR 
ASK each delegate to return to their own workstations and carry out the checks we have 
discussed. Ensure that feedback is sought to clarify any points not covered/misunderstood 
and to answer any further questions. 
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SHOW above slide (having inserted the names and extension numbers of the relevant 
personnel) and REFER delegates to page 10 in delegate handout: Further Help to write details 
in handout. 
 
EXPLAIN: 
• The roles of these personnel to ensure that Users know the person responsible to: 

 Provide workstation health and safety advice and help after the training course, 
including carrying out risk assessment 
 Report health issues potentially arising from use of workstation 
 Deal with faulty equipment e.g. broken chair or order additional equipment e.g. wrist 
rest, document holder or foot rest 
 Arrange eye tests 

• The procedures/ paperwork required to action the above 
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